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F.D.R. Miscellaneous Bank Statements
1929 - 36
National City Bank (incomplete)
National Comm. and Bank of Manchester (incomplete)
1932 Guaranty Trust Company Bank Book of June 1931 to 33.

F.D.R. Check Books Oct. 25, 1940, to September 17, 1942, plus bank statements.

F.D.R. Check Books April 26, 1937 to March 14, 1940, plus bank statements.

F.D.R. Check Books September 1942 - 43.

Quebec Conference photographs 1944
Yalta Conference photographs 1945
Life Magazine wartime portraits
6 leather speech folders of the President
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Box containing telegram in President's father's handwriting to Mrs. John Roosevelt at the birth of Franklin D. Roosevelt

President's Christmas gift books limited editions, with numbered lists

Flag which the President had when he was Asst. Secretary of the Navy

President's selected group of books taken from Miss LeHand's Estate
S.D.R. - Diary Books - No. 1, 1880
No. 2, 1888
No. 3, July 1905-Dec.
1911
S.D.R. Diary Books - 1903, 16, 20, 22, 30, 34, 37
S.D.R. Appointment Book thru 1938.
F.D.R. Diary 1915 - 17.
F.D.R. Various Speeches 1932.
Letters to James Roosevelt from his father
Isaac Roosevelt about 1849-59.
Longhand speech, James Roosevelt, President's
teacher, no date.
Various family letters 1849.
Photostatic copies of Journal of the S.S.
Ontario, James Biddle Esq. 1817-19.
Journals, etc. of Com. Conner, U.S.S.
Ontario 1817-19.
Journals of U.S.S. Ontario (originals)
Correspondence cards 1933-35 (complete in
Correspondence cards 1936-37 boxes)